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COED CALENDAR 
Sept. 14, 9:30-Freshman Days Begin. 
7:00-Freshman Mixer; Great Hall. 
7:30-Freshman Reception (Division-
al). 
7:30-President's Reception for New 
Students. 
7:30-Reception for Home Econom-
icsFreshmen; MacKay Auditorium. 
Sept. 16, 7:30-Newman Club Party for 
New Students; Oak and Roberts 
Recreation Rooms. 
Sept. 18, 5:00-Freshman Days End. 
8:00 to 4:30-REGJSTRATION. 
8:00-Ward System Fireside; . Roberts 
Hall Recreation Room. 
Sept. 19, 8:00-Classwork Begins. 
Sept. 22, 7:30-Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A. 
All-College Mixer. 
Sept. 23, 8:00-President's Reception; 
Union. 
8:00-Frisbie Felowship Party; Fris-
bie House. 
- Football Game with COE at Ames. 
Sept. 26, 6:00-Women's Panhellenic 
Dinner (Formal) ; Great Hall. 
Sept. 29, 8:00-Ward System Fireside; 
MacKay Auditorium. 
-Football Game with DENVER at 
Denver. 
Sept. 30, 8:00-Ward system Fireside; 
Roberts Hall Recreation Room. 
8:00-Refugee Dance; Great Hall. 
Oct. 6, 8:00- Ward Round Up-
Women's Dormitories; Roberts 
Hall Recreation Room, MacKay 
Auditorium. 
Oct. 7, 8:00-Frisbie Fellowship Party; 
Frisbie House. 
8:00-Grease Monkey's Brawl (Cos-
tume) ; Ag. Engineering Labora-
tory. 
Entered as second class mall matter, at Ames, Iowa, under the Act of March 
3, 1879, embodied in section 520 P. L. & R. on July 5, 1921. as issued 
Monthly during the College Year. Subscription price at $1.00 per year. 
We dedicate this 1ssue to 
W ITH the beginning of another school year we have visions .... we see those who have gone 
before us out in the vast business world starting a long, 
hard journey. We see abruptly that their college years 
are over. To us who are lowly undergraduates it seems 
they rise beyond reach; yet they can be compared to 
college freshmen who are also starting out to prove 
themselves. 
If you be freshman or senior, you must know that 
college is a test-field; here you try your ship which is 
intelligence, initiative and perservance. It is your op-
portunity to find what mechanical parts are necessary 
for a successful flight, to realize the potentialities that 
are given to you to help you through rough weather. 
Here, perhaps for the first time, you discover that 
you are an individual, self-propelled. Through this 
realization you may find satisfaction, which will con-
sist of a full expression of your capacities. You may 
build a ship which will soar easily above others, not 
because you have relied on others to give it power and 
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stability, but because you yourself have found that 
added push which makes it individually strong. 
But-you say-college is your last chance to be care-
free and to play. College, we protest, is the place 
where you learn when to be carefree and how to play. 
No satisfaction could be yours if it were only in realiza-
tion of work done. Men cannot be great without minds 
broad enough to relax and appreciate life's inciden-
tals and nonsensical things. 
From those who are a little longer removed from 
this, our testing grounds, we may gain perspective on 
what will follow. Most of them envy us our oppor-
tunity to be part of a larger, improved institution. All 
of them say, "don't miss anything that college has to 
offer," and, "every class and activity will give you some-
thing you can use." 
The field is yours to use and en joy. Whatever you 
do with it will effect the success and speed of your 
major flight. 
-by the editor 
I 
~ATURDAY night! Since 
U) noon the scent of polish 
remover and fragrant bath 
salts have been wafted down the hall. After 
dinner the bath tub rush began with house coats 
dangling limply in the shower room. Down the 
steamy, scented corridor, girls dash and call 
"Have you any . . . would you?" And every time 
the phone rings, you jump and cross your fingers. 
Around 8 o'clock the buzzers start ringing, and one by 
one the more popular coeds trail out in their borrowed 
finery, laughing gaily and hugging their corsage boxes 
proudly. 
What is the indefinable something that one girl has 
that makes her more popular with fellows and fellow 
classmates and roommates? Whether it is called "it," 
in" the Clara Bow fashion, or "glamor" from Holly-
wood influence, or "umph" from yesterday's "slan-
guage," that abstract something cannot be purchased 
at the corner drug-store and it is a composite of many 
things. 
Don't say "poof!" to the old copy-book adage about 
health being the basis of beauty. Every coed has to 
tackle the problem of sleep. Most of us try to 
squeeze in a few hours here and there, and then wonder 
why our beauty droops as badly as our spirits. Eight 
to ten hours of sleep snatched from even the heaviest 
schedule will give you the complexion of a magazine 
cover baby, and your eyes will sparkle till you can 
count carats. A well-balanced diet (and I hope you 
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Dorothy A nne Roost calls them interdependent 
-one can't thrive without the other 
aren't subjected to too many five-pounds!) will do the 
rest for your beauty score. 
Most of us just accumulate our figures and then take 
'em or leave 'em. However, it is 99 percent posture so 
stand up straight! Don't scrunch if you are taller than 
the rest of the crowd. Just remember that height can 
never be bought by those who don't have it, and 
usually the little short miss feels like a penny waiting 
for change when you tower above her. 
When you have taken care of complextion, figure, 
hair, nails, clothes and general good grooming, you 
should look spic and span (if not the queen type) and 
up-to-the-minute. Then you are ready to bring your 
personality up to the same standard. 
Ambitiously knitting on date nights is Miss Effici-
ency Expert. She was voted the most-likely-to-succeed 
in high school and has never recovered. Efficiency is 
marvelous for streamlined study, but doesn't help your 
charm score. Most men are conceited enough to enjoy 
tinkering masterfully with a car when it stops for 
some mysterious reason, and would rather not have 
you point out that the feed line is probably plugged or 
the timer needs adjusting. 
Miss Silent Siren wore black satin and pearls for a 
"coke" date, then sat sipping her coke without saying 
a word-merely lifting and lowering her eyelids when 
spoken to. Her date grew tired of this monologue and 
she was taken home early. 
Theoretically, the "flirt" went out with bustles, but 
there seem to be a few hang-overs. The coed who can't 
resist rolling her eyes at a handsome man she isn't with, 
will make her date feel as welcome as a Black Widow 
spider. This bright young thing will ruin her chances 
with any man by devoting her attention and coquetry 
to some other fellow who just happened by. 
Also listed on the those-who-didn' t-succeed list as 
worthy candidates for spinsterhood are Miss Insin-
cerity, the little-white-lies-don't-matter girl, who found 
out too late that they do; Miss Tomboy, whose lusty 
vitality wore her dates out before the seventh inning; 
Miss Know-It-All, the girl who got four-point grades 
and never let her date forget it-she found out too late 
that men would rather not knaw it if you continually 
beat the rest of the crowd in geol., hist., econ. and 
what-have-you; Miss Sleekly Sophisticated, who only 
impressed her friends as being stiff and bored, and they 
knew anyway that at home she washed stacks of dishes 
and made her own bed; and lastly there is that poor, 
misguided waif who was the belle of her home town 
(population 132) and thought that her small-town airs 
would put her across at college. 
College is for growth-in mentality, physical fitness 
and personality. 
Having discussed the those-who-didn't succeed cate-
gory, what about Miss Popularity? This wise miss 
knows that for true happiness, which is success, every 
coed's life should be well-balanced as the quint's daily 
diet, and contain equal amounts, proportionately, of 
dates and activities and studying. 
Decide into what category you would be rated, then 
strive-not for success, but happiness-and growth. 
October, I9J9 
The Secret of Foreign Cuisine 
American cooks lack the ingredients) not 
the knack) declares fane Stallings 
CULINARY herbs, with a history behind them as 
romantic as the names thyme, chives, sage, laurel 
and rosemary, are truly ancient. Most of them origi-
nated around the Mediterranean region, hence fresh 
herbs are used almost exclusively in Europe today. 
"In France cooking with herbs is taken for granted," 
Clarita de Forceville states. "The French cook would 
no more think of omitting the 'bouqet garni' than the 
salt." A classic of French cookery, the "bouqet garni" 
is included in most of the country's recipes. It consists 
of two or three laurel leaves, two thyme leaves and one 
of parsley. An integral constituent of "boeuf a la 
mode" and "ragout de mouton", two famous French 
meat dishes, it seasons French soups, meats en casserole 
and stews. According to famous French chefs, herbs 
should blend with whatever they supplement and not 
be discernible, individually, tb the taste. 
America has only a limited amount of fresh herbs on 
the market, which is sufficient since we do not have a 
taste for them. Dried herbs, which the American 
homemaker uses chiefly, are satisfactory to those of 
us who have uneducated palates. 
Parsley, the commonest herb in use, is employed in 
America chiefly as a garnish. However, there are many 
other ways to serve this lowly plant that may grow wild 
and unperturbed in your back yard. The ancient 
Greeks relished it in soups and salads, the British use 
the leaves for seasoning fricassees and dressings for 
chicken and veal, while the economical Germans-true 
to their standards-use both roots and tops for cooking. 
According to them, the roots make an excellent boiled 
vegetable, and the tops may be minced and mixed with 
vegetables just before serving, or they may be fried 
crisp and used as a garnish. 
Chives, cultivated in Scottish gardens and found 
wild in northern and western England and Wales, 
though really not an herb, are usually classed as one. 
A great improvement to green salads and sliced cucum-
bers and tomatoes, it is excellent also when boiled with 
potatoes to be mashed, in savory omelettes, in soups, 
sausages, beefsteak pies, cottage cheese and puddings. 
Chives are really versatile plants. 
Sage, so deep in our memory as the "makin's" of 
that Christmas turkey dressing, is used as much in 
America as any other herb, usually in a dry, powdered 
form. Disillusioning though it may seem, sage is used 
mainly to disguise the too potent aromas of strong 
meats, such as goose, pork, duck and veal. 
Laurel, alias bay leaf, is in reality not an h erb, but a 
tree which sometimes grows 40 feet high. Indispen-
sable in the popular "bouquet garni", it is also ex-
cellent for flavoring soups, sauces, pickled beef, game, 
custards and milk puddings. 
All roads lead to Rome, and mint found its way to 
that metropolis, too . Introduced into Britain by those 
rugged warriors, it is now used almost universally as 
an inseparable companion to roast spring lamb. Sprigs 
of fresh mint may be boiled with green peas and new 
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potatoes to give them an unusual 
flavor and in beverages to add a 
characteristic pungent odor. The 
Europeans, besides using it in 
stews and pea soups, have an un-
usual employment for mint-as a 
sauce for meats of questionable 
identity. In Germany, cruets of 
pulverized mint are set on the 
table to be dusted upon gravies 
and soups. 
Lemon-flavored thyme, another 
ingredient of "bouquet garni", is 
infused with the pickle in which Spaniards preserve 
their olives. A peculiar marbled appearance and aro-
matic flavor characterize a cheese containing thyme-
Schabzieger-prepared by Swiss mountaineers. 
Who can mention dill without bringing to mind big, 
juicy pickles "a nickel apiece or three for a dime!"? 
The seeds of dill are used mostly for dill vinegar, in 
French preserves, cakes, pastries and sauces, with 
Scandinavians' fish and in American soups, sauces and 
green salads. 
Basil is known as the "herbe royale" in France and 
gives her turtle soup its peculiar clove-like taste. Al-
though used little in England now, in olden days basil 
was a favorite pot herb and was employed for giving 
the distinctive flavor to the cockneys' famous Fetter 
Lane sausages. Italians use it, too, in bean soup, in 
tomato dishes, in cheeses and in fruit drinks. 
Most important to the German palate is caraway, 
which originated as the ancient Arabian "karawaya." 
The aristocrat of culinary h erbs, it is relished by peas-
ants and royalty alike. German peasants flavor their 
cheese, cabbage soup, household breads, sauerkraut, 
biscuits and cake with caraway; the Dutch put it in 
their famous ch eeses; in Norwegian and Swedish 
country districts black caraway bread is eaten with 
gusto by both natives and visitors. Trinity College, 
Cambridge, retains the charming custom of serving 
roast apples with a little saucerfu l of caraway, as do 
the partakers of the Shakespearean-like London Livery 
Other herbs employed in Europe but practically 
unheard of in America are savory, known as the 
"pepper herb", marjoram, the German sausage herb, 
tarragon, used mainly to flavor vinegar, English rose-
mary, a pleasant addition to summer cups, and cherirl, 
the chief ingredient in the seasoning used for the 
famous French "omelette aux fines herbes". 
The fact that dieters are instructed not to eat highly-
seasoned foods well illustrates the important place 
herbs hold in making ordinary foods really delicious. 
It is important to add just the correct amount of the 
right flavoring, and only good cooks and gourmets 
have the knack, it seems. Most experts agree the trial-
and-error system is the best way to develop "j ust the 
right flavor. " \Ve all have an equal chance to discover 
epicurean tastes and dishes. 
3 
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September g, I9J9 
Dear Sis, 
I'm glad you asked me. I was aching to give you my nickel's worth of advice 
when I put you, looking so pert in your new green suit, on the train for Ames. 
Thinking you would consider it "preachy/' I refrained. I'm no four point student 
myself, you know, and I had my difficulties when I was in college, but I did get the 
average student's point of view. 
The responsibility of managing your affairs alone confronts you for the first 
time, and I know how exciting it really is. Your problems of the present moment, 
you said, are how to get your college work started successfully and how to best fill your spare time. 
You find yourself sitting up until the wee small hours exchanging ideas with your roommate and 
getting acquainted with your neighbors in the dorm. Th e extra hours seem to be filled with dates, 
sports, concerts, teas-an endless list of activities. 
I don't blame you for not looking too far ahead, but there is that inevitable question, "After 
college, what?" Only after I really started looking ahead did I begin to get out of college what I 
really came after. 
Studying is a large part of going to college. You have already found that it is necessary to do 
a good deal of studying each day,· surely you should learn how to study effectively. It's something 
that has to be tested until you've hit upon the best method for you. No two people study alike, 
you know. Unless you study with evident success you are going to encounter inevitable difficulty 
no matter how hard you may try to study. 
It's rathe1· a wise idea to break in just one place of study. The library is a good one, for see-
ing all the competition is a stimulus to begin work immediately-that is if you don't get absorbed 
in just watching them. To become thoroughly acquainted with the library, you must use a little 
of that practice which proverbially comes along with Iowa State's science. 
The students you have seen-not without envious eyes-who always seem to have their assign-
ments well prepared and yet who are invariably sipping a coke at the Union or bowling every time 
you visit the alleys, budget their study time. Authorities say that less than 30 hours of studying 
outside of class per week for a I5 hour schedule is underworking. Why don't you chart your course, 
and then you'll sail along smoothly. Anyhow it's fun to do, and gives you that elevated feeling of 
being a capable college woman. It may be a little hard at first but that's because you've put your-
self on a strict ruling, it brings results-you see. 
Start studying the minute you sit down at your desk. If your mind wanders, do something 
about the source of distraction. What I mean is, don't keep Craig's picture on your desk where 
you can sneak glaces at him between jJages. 
When I was a freshman, I must admit I had difficulty finding an interest in some of my courses, 
but, if you could only see into the practical future, not mystic as it seems now, you would realize 
how useful those fundamentals of chemistry, physics and English will be to you in forming a solid 
base upon which to stack your knowledge in the special field that will be so fascinating to you. 
Our family is not one of I40 I .Q's. We do have the average difficulty in remembering things. 
It is always easier if you relate new facts to things you already know-just ask anyone. Make a hard 
and fast drive to get information and you will. Skipping words you don't know the meaning of, 
graphs, drawings and tables is the best way I know to insure being called on to explain them in 
lecture the next day. 
Oh yes, I nearly forgot what I meant to tell you right at first. Invest a few of dad's dollars in 
a good dictionary, a small atlas, and a wisely selected reading lamp. I don't want you to have to 
camoflage the blue depths of the windows of your soul with goggles unnecessarily. 
You'll find yourself exposed to lots of assignments. I know you are not stupid, dear sister, 
but if you're having any difficulty keeping up, it might be wise to check on yourself, and see if 
you are reading less than I8o words per minute. In that case you had better learn to speed up 
right away and save yourself grief later. The Psychology department seems almost made to help 
you with that problem. Go and have them test you out. 
Some students use half a dozen small notebooks, but I would suggest having just one. And 
never take notes on odd bits of paper. You're sure to lose or misplace them. 
One last happy hint-please don't sit up late during exams or get frightened or excited. You 
won't have a wavering point average if you are efficient. 
College is four years of opportunity; I'm all for your using it to make a name for yourself! 
Yours for greater enjoyment of your course and a fuller appreciation of homemaking! 
]o 
October, I9J9 
Home Ec ~men Take the Air 
Gaynold Carroll relates the success story of 
Iowa State's Homemakers' Half Hour 
A WOMAN'S place is in the home-even the 
woman thinks so! At least such is the case if the 
increase in popularity of WOI's Homemakers' Half 
Hour is any indication. 
v\Triting in from almost every state in the union and 
foreign countries as well, homemakers have swelled 
the list of requests for talks given on this program from 
5,412 in 1929 to 157,736 in 1939, according to a report 
just compiled by Mrs. Zenobia B. Ness, who this year 
is celebrating her tenth anniversary as director of the 
Half Hour. 
Proof of the pudding is further evidenced by the 
fact that during the weeks of last April 4 to 17, inclu-
sive, a total of 1,257 cards and letters were received in 
the Homemakers' mail while 7,859 requests were sup-
plied. From April 18 to 24-1,037 cards and letters 
came to Mrs. Ness's desk and 2,199 talks were sent out. 
"I think your broadcasts are the most helpful on 
the air," is only one of the many excerpts from the 
Half Hour's fan mail. 
On the air at 10 a.m. each day except Saturday and 
Sunday, Homemakers' Half Hour programs are com-
posed of contributions by faculty members from the 
nine departments of the Home Economics Division, 
with the Home Economics Extension Staff cooperating. 
Varied as the field of homemaking itself, talks num-
bering 502 were presented to radio listeners during 
the past year. Most requested talk is "Setting the Stage 
for a Tea," by Louise L'Engle, Foods and Nutrition 
Department, for which there were 1,722 inquiries. Dr. 
P. Mabel Nelson, head of the same department, wrote 
"Fruit Cakes," which ranked second with 1,400 re-
quests. More than 1,325 women asked for Dr. Nelsons's 
"Gingerbreads" and "Molasses and Spice and Every-
thing Nice." 
Topping the list in the Applied Art Department, as 
revealed by the report, is "American Glass" by Mrs. 
Ness. Placing second is "Harmony in Flower Arrange-
ment" by the same author. Leading all requests in 
applied art, though not presented on the past year's 
program, is the late Anna Henderson's "Furnishin~ 
the Living Room and Dining Room" in the School 
for the Brides series. A close second is "With a Color 
Scheme I Will Doctor Your Face, and with Paint and 
Paper Transform This Place" by Joanne M. Hansen, 
department head. 
In the Child Development Department, "List of 
Books for Children and Parents" by Edith M. Sunder-
lin led all others. Miss Sunderlin's "Have You Made 
Room for the Children?" ranked next and Lydia 
Swanson's contribution, "\!\Till You Be a Good Neigh-
bor?" followed. 
"The Adult Goes to School" by Mary S. Lyle, and 
"Lead Kindly Light" by Marcia E. Turner, placed 
first and second, respectively, in requests from the 
The I owa Homemaker 
Mrs. Zenobia Ness broadcasts daily from her 
studio in Home Economics Hall 
Home Economic$ Education Department. Ranking 
high were "The Boys Take Home Economics" by Mar-
guerite Havens; "The Neighbors Discuss Plans for a 
Visit from the Home Economics Teacher" by Regina 
J. Friant and Miss Turner, and "High School Organi-
zations for Youth" by Ruth Macy. 
Six hundred requests were received for "Closing the 
House for the Summer Vacation" written by Willie 
Fletcher and Mildred Barr Roberts, Home Manage-
ment Department. Evelyn Zwemer's "Books for the 
Homemakers' Shelf" was next. "Money Management 
in the Home" by Margaret Hedge followed. 
Popular in the Household Equipment Department 
are the Betty Ames series of talks. Homemakers wrote 
for more than 300 copies of "Waffles in the Making, 
Baking and Taking", "Refrigerator Facts and Fancies", 
"The String Bean Were a Bargain After All", "Re-
frigerators", "An Electrical Christmas", "Putting on 
the Pressure" and "The Step Saving Kitchen". "Useful 
Facts About Electricity" by Vivian Brashear and 
"Oven Meals" by Virginia Lincoln received many 
requests. 
Asked for most of all in the Institution Management 
Department was "The Club's Christmas Luncheon" 
by Fern W. Gleiser, head of the department. Follow-
ing were "Stuffing the Holiday Bird" and "Hot 
Weather Drinks" by Lenore Sullivan. 
Four talks vie for first place in the Physical Educa-
tion Department. They are "Promoting Thanksgivin~ 
Sociability", ''I'd Like to Be Different" and "Old 
Fashioned Valentine Party", all by Ruth Hassinger, 
and "Christmas Games for Grown-ups" by Mary 
Hester. 
"Dressing Problems for the Mature Woman" by Dale 
Houx Jones peaked all requests in the Textiles and 
Clothing Department. Other favorites were "Making 
Your Dress Look More Professional" by Mary Gabriel-
son, "Consumer Protection in the Present Day Market" 
by Iva L. Brandt, "Pepping Up Your Personal Appear-
ance" and "Designer's Scrapbook" by Miss Jones. 
Individuals, clubs and organizations may have copies 
of any or all Homemakers' Half Hour program talks 
by writing to v\TOI. No permanent mailing list is 
maintained and each talk must be requested. How-
ever, home economics teachers may, for a service charge 
of $1.50, receive all talks broadcast. Checks or money 
orders must be made payable to Iowa State College. 
Stripes and Checks Highlight c£aff'! 'J-
Fur jackets lend sparkle to your 
date dresses 
A FTER galloping through. the shops, casting ~ furtive eye lor finds and with an ~ver-alert ear for. 
tips on what the ?ldsters were packmg: back to th~ 
campus to hold the1r own vs. the personahty-plus-pr~ps , 
Sally put two and two together and go_t half a dozen 
ways to wear new combinati?':ls ~nd I S prep~red to 
chat with you about opportumtles m clothes this fall. 
Taken for granted that comfort is_ the down to ear~h 
function of campus garb Sally studied for ways to Zip 
up the favored skirt and sweater inseparables to make 
them as dashing as the new bust!~ dress.. . 
One shop innovates the classic cardigan with clan 
plaid ribbon ba1~ding dow~ the front of the sweater 
and matching plam tweed sk1rt. For the casual-campus 
coed the soft hip-length sweaters are tops over the new 
fall plaids. If the wise college woman has saved a few 
dollars from her clothes budget, she can'~ go wron~ on 
a plaid swing s~irt-fin~ check~, multlcolor stnpes, 
Scottish clan fabncs and JUSt plaids- they are all good, 
and in such a galaxy of color. . . 
\1\Then the breezes blow nothing fits the bill q u.Ite 
like a lumber-jack plaid flannel skirt, even if you m\'st 
pilfer it from t_he youn~er brothe(s wardrobe. While 
checking the sktrt situatiOn ~ally d1sc~vered the p~rEect 
combination for separate skirts o~ sult~-a wool Jersey 
windbreaker shirt, long-sleeved With d1ag<;mal pockets 
for dash. These will supplement the favonte of several 
seasons, the classic shirtmaker waist in silks, piques and 
linen . In sweater departments, the alert shopper fmds 
neat little dickeys with any shape collars tha~ are _guar-
anteed to stay down under sweaters and g1ve hfe to 
sweater-weary wearers. 
\1\Thile on skirts, one of last season's swing numbers 
is glorified into a flared dirndl , tying_ by a wide waist 
band, and doing double duty by servmg as a cape for 
frost y mornings while y<;m t~ek to cl~ss. O~e example 
is a tricky fur coat which 111 Merlm fash10~ can be 
swi tchecl to a cape, the top serving as a short pcket for 
football dates. 
Rain y clays wi ll bring forth innu~crabl~ co_mb!na-
tions if what Sally saw in the shops Is any mdJcauon . 
Adaptations from a Glouces ter fisherma~'s hat, hoods, 
reversible gabard ine coats with pockets big enough for 
hoods and ex tra little zipper pockets for stuff and 
things; zipper closings all the way dow':l the front 
with hood attached to save curls, all vymg for top 
honors. A near necess ity are the bonn y rubber boots 
that keep splashes off, clear to the knees, and are 
lighter than a feather-well, almost. 
Having dispensed with_ class clothes _S~lly plunged 
headlong into the unlimited opportumt1es for week-
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Ethel Overholt, Sally's Right-Hand 
color and texture making college 
end clothes. After gobbling Saturday's lunch (to be 
first at the showers, insuring longer time to dress for 
that first college football date) you 'll be wanting cos-
tumes which can be assembled in a hurry. Now's the 
time to let that new plaid flannel cardigan start doing 
you honors. With its collarless simplicity, it features 
the added possibility of buttoning up close under the 
throat in case of wily winds, an advantage over last 
season's suit jar:kets. . 
Running a close competitor of the ~anne! ~arcli_gan 
will be this fall's reefers- red ftannel-lmed chmchdlas 
complete with chil~ish brass buttons, re~ersible nubby 
tweeds and gabarclmes, lamb (some w1th detachable 
hoods), boxy camel hair, all slightly more fitted than 
last season's favorites . Sally noted that a mum would 
add dash to any and all. . 
Extra special football elates call forth the darling ol 
all casual clothes, the fur jacket and harmonizing wool 
dress which you 'll be separatin& for all sorts of_ occas-
ions. Wearing your novelty cham necklace outside the 
round, collarless neck of the jacket is a smart way to 
display a clever nic-nac, Sa~ly le~rnecl_ at a style rev1~w. 
Dinner-dates at the capitol City will r eally prov1de 
the opportunity to go smoothie. For the coed who dis-
plays the demurely feminine dress to advantage, Sally 
found gay little velveteens with a touch of lace, accen~u ­
ating the slendering waistline, b~stle clress~s with 
shirrings, peplums or bows, all suffiCient! y. mocltfiecl to 
meet the most critical eye; delicate rufflmgs around 
feminine throatlines; and for those preferring the ultra 
tailored effect, a plain color soft wool flared skirt with 
matching velvet-accented jacket topped by a velve_t ~1at, 
inspired by Scottish highlanders. These are auspiciou~ 
moments for you to glamour and glow under those 
tricky little fur bits of hats new i_n the shops_this fall. 
Saturday nights are also the ttme for festive formals. 
Sally found reams of snappy little jackets to transform 
formals to dinner dresses. And the most perfect part, 
you can find a top to suit every type formal from the 
softl y feminine to the chic swank. The new bust~e 
effects undergo the operation just as successfully as their 
co nservative sisters. 
Since it is a season of 
plaids, one enterprising 
shop displays a full 
skirted velveteen for-
mal harmonizing little 
Scottish jacket to snap. 
it up. One of the more 
military type was em-
bell ished with rows and 
rows of brass buttons. 
Knowing from ex-
Comfortable woolens and 
jerseys predominate to 
preserve comfort in class 
clothes 
;/2el;ct;o-n:J- for Back-to-School Campus Clothes 
Shopper) invades the shops and finds 
wardrobes new and different 
perience that you'll feel a lot better on Sunday morn-
ing if you have something a little extra special for 
church, rather than depending on Saturday's left-overs, 
Sally looks with favor on simple silks, jerseys and wools 
which add zest and wear comfortably under fur coats. 
These are always the perfect answer to the more 
casual dress-date problems, which makes them twice 
as acceptable. 
Sunday afternoon's teas will be a pleasure for you if 
the costume you choose, as well as the sparkle of con-
versation is enlivened by a dash of color. Fall style 
showings indicate that a dash of color is preferably re-
served to an accessory note such as gloves, contrasting 
an otherwise neutral costume. But practically any-
thing goes on a college campus, if it isn't too extreme, 
and an inch of initiative in the use of color will carry 
you a mile towards the rewards you'll reap by being 
cleverly and suitably dressed. 
Show and coke dates on lazy Sunday evenings when 
you'll want to play with the gang are the times for 
more casual comfortable appearing clothes that keep 
the background while you sparkle. 
Either the more softly feminine or the 
smoothly tailored costume is equally 
suitable, that is, of course, if it does 
things for you. A touch of ruffle at the 
throat will do wonders in firmly es-
tablishing you, the fashion wise know. 
Chatting with other coeds is not 
such a careless time as might be ex-
pected, for here when you're "at ease" 
rather than dressed up for the No. 1, 
you will be judged by your dorm 
mates. vVhether you choose the se-
vereJy tailored wool variety, a terry, 
corduroy, novelty cotton robe or print 
housecoat, it must have umph. For 
special occasions there are the silks 
and synthetics in beautiful stripes and 
patterned fabrics. Slippers for such 
sessions range all the way from the 
white bunny scuffs to replicas of dad's 
leather house-slippers. 
When the gossip's all culled and it's 
bed time, you may want to substitute 
the comfort of your robe for a pair of 
those white flannel sleepers with feet, 
which date back to nursery days. 
Others prefer tailored print p .j.'s, 
trimmed in plain color piping. These 
come in a wide variety of style to sat-
isfy any and all sleepers. 
Matching belts and bags are the best 
Sophisticated black continues to euhance 
the smm·tness of the moTe consemative 
mode 
of accents for basic dresses. Then Sally found a separ· 
ate belt with two dangling leather tags for initials. 
Shops are taking their cures from wishes, exemplifted 
by the smart and comfy gloves on the market this fall. 
All the way from the chubby white bunny mitts to the 
strictest tailored sports gloves are shown, and mostly 
washable, too. 
Amusing Scottish clan plaid spats with side zippers 
for rainy weather were shown by one shop in the un-
limited possibilities of plaids. 
Which brings us pretty near the subject of shoes. 
This is where the college girls go looney in their quest 
for novelty and comfort. Peasant slippers have been 
transformed to favorites, especially when worn with the 
knee-length novelty socks. Indian moccasins have been 
taken over by the coeds for pet footwear, vying with 
the perennial saddle-shoes in popularity. But, a word 
of advice, keep them cle er and comfy or you won't 
wear them long. \ t\Thich is a pretty good yardstick to 
apply to all your casual campus clothes. 
Iowa State's fiO'mJrarieJ- Reward You 
Roberta Stock points the way to recognition 
along the scholastic line 
THIRTEEN honoraries are available to the women 
of Iowa State College-to the women who have 
demonstrated interest, ability and ambition and who 
eventually will succeed in gaining membership into 
any number of honoraries as an acknowledgment of 
their services. 
Omicron Nu, a home economics national honorary, 
recognizes and promotes scholarship, leadership and 
research in the fields of home economics. Its selection 
of new members takes place in the upper one-fourth of 
the senior class and the upper one-fifth of the junior 
class. Activities of the Iowa State chapter include quar-
terly business meetings, sponsorship of home econom-
ics convocations and the observance of Ellen H. 
Richards Day which is set aside in commemoration of 
a woman who was a pioneer in home economics educa-
tion. 
Among the professional societies is listed Chi Delta 
Phi, a women's national creative writing sorority. Al-
Y most every year some members are honored by win-
ning recognition in the national writing contests spon-
sored by the national organization. Chi Delta Phi 
cooperates in publishing Sketch, a college literary mag-
azine published quarterly. 
Delta Phi Delta was founded to further art interest 
\) among college students. Its members are chosen from 
f the juniors and seniors in home economics who are 
doing major work in applied art and whose scholarship 
averages are high. This group makes a study of art 
prints and sponsors exhibits of them. 
Iota Sigma Pi is a science honorary for women in 
'f chemistry. Qualification for membership is 30 hours 
in chemistry with a high scholastic average. 
Also a professional honorary, Phi Upsilon Omicron 
limits its membership to junior and seniors outstand-
ing in leadership, scholarship, character and profes-
sional ability in home economics. Each year to honor 
Ellen H. Richards, the organization invites a promin-
ent home economist to speak during commemoration 
ceremonies. 
Psi Chi is an honorary available to both men and 
v women in psychology who have classified in at least 12 
hours of psychology and are scholastically high. 
Sigma Alpha Iota is for the music loving women 
with outstanding musical ability and a sincere interest 
in promoting the dignity of the musical profession. 
This is the group that masterfully handles the annual 
Sor-Dor Sing. 
T heta Sigma Phi, a national and professional hon-
orary for women in journalism, has for its objectives 
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Mortar Boards prepare for their traditional candle light service 
improved wntmg and appreciation of good journal-
ism. Meritorious work on two campus publications 
plus evidence of professional ability, high scholarship 
in journalism and other subjects is required for mem-
bership in admitting certain junior and senior women. 
Theta Sigs cooperate with Sigma Delta Chi, journalism 
honorary for men, in publishing the Green Gander, 
Iowa State's magazine of collegiate life. Matrix Table, 
a formal dinner held in the spring, is sponsored by this 
group and an outstanding writer is secured as guest 
speaker. 
The highest honor that can come to any Iowa State 
woman is membership in Mortar Board, a service hon-
orary for outstanding senior women. In a colorful 
ceremony under the campanile each Veishea, women 
high in leadership, service to the college and with a 
superior scholastic rating are welcomed into this 
national honorary. Mortar Board inaugurates its fall 
program of activity with an impressive candle lighting 
induction ceremony of all new women at Iowa State 
~ollege. The cap and gown service for each quarter's 
graduates and the Mother-Son-Daughter luncheon at 
Veishea time are other projects of Mortar Board, and 
in cooperation with Cardinal Guild the annual Stu-
dent Leadership conference is successfully sponsored. 
If you have succeeded in qualifying and gaining 
membership into only one of these honoraries you can 
be proud of the "honor," for you have attained that 
certain something which recognizes meritorious 
achievement in your field. 
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A Symbol of Music 
Carilloneur jeanne Schumacher throws light 
on campus musical opportunities 
H AVE your four years with Iowa State been the profitable years you expected? At sometime in 
one or maybe four years you will wonder just this. 
And perhaps you will feel that it has been all you could 
ask for or perhaps you will regret (just a little) the 
hours wasted. 
The word, avocation, means as you will recall from 
your high school Latin, "without a vocation." Though 
it sounds a bit odd, in a modified sense it can become 
valuable. Perhaps you've had secret aspirations to 
dabble in some art of your own, but conditions seemed 
such that you could earn three meals a day more 
easily by doing something more practical. Your first 
desire need not be lost in a memory-it can be your 
avocation. 
Music as an avocation is by no means buried at Iowa 
State. That educational institution may be thoroughly 
scientific, but there are music opportunities in it that 
may prove quite relaxing after the familiar "chem lab." 
Your participation or even just interest in music 
can't come to you automatically. As in everything-
effort has to be exerted to realize what opportunities 
there are and how they may be used. 
Perhaps it is the element of individuality and 
uniqueness that turns an interest to the carillon, that 
familiar instrument up in the campanile tower. A 
determination may quickly result in lessons and con-
sequently at your very fingertips the control of those 
magic bells. That thrill can come to anyone, providing 
he knows something of music. But one can listen to 
music and obtain the same satisfaction. 
Classical music is never neglected by Iowa State, but 
some students shun the many opportunities to enjoy 
it. The too common thought that you have to "learn 
to like" classical selections is only a state of mind. If 
you listen to a symphony concert with a receptive atti-
tude, you are going to get more out of your college 
education than you bargained for. Spend a few hours 
in the Carnegie Music Room in Memorial Union, and 
you'll be surprised at the relaxation and fun you'll get 
out of it. And you'll soon be talking music intelli-
gently with the best of the music lovers. Many of the 
visiting musicians on our campus visit the music room. 
Members of the St. Louis Symphony spent much of 
their time in that room following their concert last 
year. 
If in high school you played a trumpet, a violin or a 
clarinet, there is no reason to let it lie in its case when 
you come to college. No matter how incompetent you 
feel in music, try out for the musical organizations on 
the campus. The orchestra or the band will welcome 
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lra Schroeder, member of the music staff, has studied abroad, 
spends many hours each week in the campanile tower 
your efforts. In chorus or in glee club there is a place 
if you'll try for it. Thrills are waiting for you if you 
participate in the concerts of these organizations. 
Members of chorus and the glee clubs sing for their 
own enjoyment and for others, too. Accompanied by 
the orchestra they perform at Christmas time in a 
presentation of the mspiring "Messiah." Last Spring 
they thrilled the "Stars Over Veishea" audience with a 
performance in Fred Waring style. 
Iowa State musicians travel through the state during 
vacations, presenting concerts in various towns. Our 
musical organizations have made names for themselves 
through these concerts and numerous broadcasts pre · 
sented over WOI. 
More tangible goals for music lovers at Iowa State 
are the two honorary musical groups, Sigma Alpha 
Iota and Phi Mu Alpha, for women and men, respec-
tively. They are active in sponsoring and encouraging 
the participation of every student in some musical 
group or production. 
The Star Concert Series is not to be forgotten since 
it brings to Iowa State such musical celebreties as 
Lawrence Tibbett, Lily Pons, Marian Anderson, Rose 
Bampton, Rudolph Ganz, the St. Louis Symphony 
Orchestra, the Don Cossacks and others equally famous . 
Novices who reluctantly spent a few hours listening 
to these artists were surprised that an interest in music 
could be aroused so easily. 
A course in music appreciation offered at Iowa 
State is invaluable in the musical knowledge it brings 
to the so-called "layman" of music. Students taking 
the course just for an extra credit found themselves 
listening intently for the oboe solo in the visiting 
symphony and enjoying it. 
The opportunities in music on the campus are 
always waiting to be explored by the students. Music 
can never stop growing and to grow with it at Iowa 
State is an enjoyable, worthwhile way in which to 
occupy your extra hours. 
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WHAT ' s NEW IN 
Foods and Nutrition 
ALLERGIES in children have been proven to be no 
· indication of the children's mental ability, accord-
ing to tests made by Robert Chabot and his co-workers 
of the New York Post-Graduate Medical School and 
Hospital. There is apparently no relationship between 
allergies and mental traits or proficiency in any field 
of educational endeavor. However, allergic girls were 
found to be more stable emotionally and better ad-
justed to their environment than boys with the same 
symptoms. 
-+r: 
A colloidal product for binding and thickening 
liquids, creams and pastes has been put on the market. 
It can be used as a substitute for starch, gelatin and 
pectin in jellies and creams. The new thickening agent 
is said to be odorless and tasteless, and to be 5 to 8 
times as strong as starch. 
-+r: 
H e who relies on exercising to lose weight will hang 
onto his flesh in most cases, according to Dr. C. C. 
Sturgis of the University of Michigan. According to 
this authority one must take a climb up the Washing-
ton monument to get rid of a pat of butter. 
-+r: 
It may not be just the kind that mother used to 
bake, but a crustless bread introduced by the 'Vallace 
and Tiernan Laboratories of Newark is a profitable 
substitute, for it does not stale. The dough is heated 
in such a way that all portions of the bread are sub-
jected to the same temperature. R esult: keeping qual-
ity plus superior quality and flavor to ordinary oven-
baked bread. 
Household EquipmeQ.t 
A new steam iron which holds 1% pints of water and 
which can be filled conveniently under the water 
faucet is made of a ! -piece iron casting and weighs 
4% pounds. 
-+r: 
Do you have trouble finding a safe place to keep 
your glass coffee pot? A polished metal holder can be 
fastened to the molding, the woodwork, or the wall 
which makes a safe place to hold a coffe-maker of any 
size. 
T he newest separate electric unit is the aluminum 
broiler, which broils, bakes, toasts and boils. 
-+r: 
New lines of gas ranges are featuring the Gloramic 
burner, which is made of a blue-white ceramic mater-
ial known as Parkerite. The burner becomes incan-
descent in use, burns itself clean, and is a non-con-
ductor of heat. T he burner is outstanding because of 
IO 
the small percentage of heat loss, due to the non-con-
ductivity of the material. Chrome supports hold the 
utensils from the heat at 3 places on the burner . The 
Gloramic burner is advertised as distinctive in per-
formance, efficiency, economy and durability. 
A metal attachment has been put on the market 
which takes the place of paper or cloth bags of 
vacuum cleaners in eliminating dust. 
-+r: 
'Vith the push of a lever, three blades of a unique 
spatula spread so that food can be lifted without dis-
arranging or breaking. The blades are made of chrome 
plate steel and the handles are of several different 
colors. 
A zipper top rubbish burner is now made with a 
volcano-like bottom to minimize losses through careless 
handling. 
-+r: 
A new china coffee filter eliminates the use of the 
filter cloth or paper in glass coffee makers. The filter 
itself is made of china and is constructed so that it 
needn 't be removed to clean. 
Meat cookery is becoming scien tific through the use of meat t 
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Electric waxers now wax, polish, sand, scrub and 
clean. The wax is automatically fed onto the floor 
from a built-in tank in the waxer. 
-tc 
Night and day lighting effects are being successfully 
produced in darkened surroundings through the use 
of a combination of ultra violet ligh t and specially 
prepared luminiscent paints. 
-tc 
Features of the New York \Vorld's Fair glass exh ibit 
are an all glass bathroom in colors, and a glass stairway 
built against a wall constructed entirely of plate glass 
mirrors. 
Textiles and Clothing 
N EW damasks use a combination of rayon and 
boucle of retine flake cotton yarns to give a new 
texture effect. Strange and different notes also being 
shown in damask are metallic stripes, chenille, stipple 
and antique satin weaves. 
-tc 
"Coquette," a new drapery material being shown, is 
made of mohair, rayon and cotton, and has a novelty 
ometers-housewives' intuition no longer insU?·es a successful 
uct 
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weave. The material is washable, is shown in 9 differ-
ent pastel colors and is of good drapery quality. 
-tc 
Fabrics are being made immune to perspiration odor 
by a process called "Saniage". 
-tc 
The bugbear of having silk hose wear out is being 
looked into scientifically now. The wearer finds out 
where her stockings wear out first, how long they 
should be and what weight they should be, and the 
stores recommend the proper stockings. 
Maybe textile fibres can't feel it when they are torn, 
but they do "cry" and these "cries" may be used for 
their identification. Professor J ovanovits demonstrated 
this acoustical experiment recently before the Inter-
national Congress of Color Chemists. The "cries" of 
various types of torn fibres when amplified showed a 
marked difference. There was a difference in sound 
between wool and cotton, between high and low grade 
flax, and between filament viscose rayon and viscose 
staple fibre. By use of optical and electronic devices 
these sounds may be recorded. 
Blends of casein and viscose rayon are being made in 
England which handle like wool but are less expensive. 
-tc 
San Francisco's Golden Gate Exposition is the first 
world's fair using flame proofed fabrics throughout. 
Materials so treated include not only sheeting, bunting 
and monk's cloth, but also drapery fabrics of all kinds. 
Safety against fire hazard at no sacrifice to decorative 
beauty has been achieved by treating all the better fab-
rics with amonium sulfamate, recently developed. 
It is unique in that it does not cause stiffening, 
harshening, efflorescence or fading of colors. Such fire 
retardant treatment does not make combustible mate-
rials fire-proof, as asbestos or stone are fire-proof, but 
it does prevent spread of fire . The area touched by 
flame will become charred but no general blaze will 
result. 
A soft venetian blind duster has wool fingers which 
slip off for laundering. 
-tc 
Mazein is the new synthetic fiber which has been 
produced from corn meal. It is named after zein, a 
corn product from which it is derived. The fibers are 
somewhat elastic and resilient, and have a greater 
strength when wet than that of rayon. 
-tc 
Stockings are the chief product made of Nylon, a 
new synthetic fiber. The elasticity, strength and ex-
treme fineness contribute to their growing popularity. 
Il 
"EARLY to bed and early to rise-" is a motto of 
necessity in college. Considering the f~ct that 
many coeds have eight o'clocks, and observmg the 
dorm rule that freshmen must be in bed by ten-thirty, 
one might think that the problem of sleep is com-
pletely solved. Yet here creeps in that bogus, "light-
cut," which leads to more light-cuts, and eventually to 
"light-plugs." 
When a girl gets in the light-plug habit, she is. en-
dangering her health in more ways than one. First, 
she is habitually staying up too late to be able t? keep 
awake in her classes next day, and second, she Is run-
ning a chance of being c~mpused. Re~ember, even 
Mr. Edison took short penods of relaxatwn and often 
slept for intervals during the time of some of his p_ro-
longed experiments. Some easily tired or nervous girls 
need more sleep than the required eight ?ours. To 
get this extra shut-eye, a coed should hghten her 
schedule to the point where she has an extra hour 
which she can spare for rest. 
Some of you will say that you can't sleep anyway 
so you might as well stay ~p a~d study._ Yet ther_e_are 
avoidable reasons for this d1sconcertmg cond1t10n. 
Candy, cake and other rich foods so prevalent at 
college girls' late spreads are satisfyi_ng at ~rst, ~:mt 
soon exert their effects upon otherwise restmg g1rls. 
When it is fairly warm, open your windows about a 
half an hour before you go to bed. This insures a cool 
atmosphere which helps to induce slumber. If the 
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Moderns 
Sleep is a first essential in collegiate 
happiness) says Adelaide Richardson 
above precautions are not enough to bring sle_ep, try 
taking a warm (not hot) bath, a warm, non-stimulat-
ing drink such as lemonade or milk, a s~all amo~nt 
of easily digestible food or light physical exercise, 
before retiring. 
Maude Etheredge in her book, Health Fac~s for 
College Students, gives a number of usable dietary 
rules. She says, "Use some food from each of the food 
groups (carbohydrate foods, protein-rich food_s, fatty 
foods, fruits and vegetables) at least once da1ly and 
usually in each meal. Eat some raw food at l~ast once 
a day. Combine (or alternate) bland foods with those 
of more pronounced flavor. 
Just a word about milk, the food you've been 
brought up to believe is necessary; it is, for it contains 
the minerals and vitamin that bread and meat lack. 
Remember that cokes, candy and cake never give a gal 
that much envied "baby-clear" complexion. And even 
if your fifth grade health book did say it, water is 
essential-at least six glasses of it per day. 
All the four-lea£ clovers in the world won't prevent 
you from having colds dur~ng t~e wint~r . months. 
These irritating cold bactena, which statiStics show 
keep college students away f~om classes m~re than 
any other thing, are more readily entrenched ~~ a p~r­
son under conditions which have weakened his resis-
tance. 
Watch yourself, too. Your physical examination will 
probably bring out any obvious physical defect. Go~e 
are the days when the vain female clapped around m 
high heels that would break any arch, let her eyes grow 
dim because she looked "too awful" in glasses, and 
ignored her teeth because she thought her daily brush-
ing was enough. . . . . 
It is said that a certam Indian ch1ef attnbuted long 
l ife to his habit of running five miles a day. That may , 
be carrying the health ritual too far, but every college 
girl should certainly have some regular schedul~ for 
daily exercise. Get into W.A.A., walk down the onder 
path and spend a certain amou~t of time .~n sr;>orts-
tennis and golf in the fall, skatmg and_ skung m the 
winter. Indoors you can bowl, play pmg pong and 
exercise. 
You may inquire about suitable e:-ercises. from your 
gym instructor, and there are books m the library such 
as New Bodies for Old, by Dorothy Nye. If, however, 
you obtain exercises from_ ~book or by heresay, consult 
a gym instructor or physiCian to be sure that the exer-
cise will not injure you. Miss Nye su~gests ~hat ~ou 
begin in the middle, including abdommal, h~p, thigh 
and waist reducing exercises. When you consider that 
your most vital organs are in this region the procedure 
seems logical. . 
Poise is gained by contacts with people-plea~~nt 
ones which demand courtesy and tact. Adap~ab1hty 
is one of the more difficult problems confrontmg the 
modern coed, and "courtesy is the oil in the ~achinery 
of adaptation." It's your health that detenmnes m~n­
tal and physical happiness in college and later hfe. 
October) I9J9 
Tips from a coed on starting your 
own personal library 
A COZY chair, a bowl of apples, and a good book have long been symbols of indoor contentment. 
In the day-to-day existence on the campus, accessories 
to reading enjoyment must be dispensed with, and the 
book itself becomes the thing. 
Thomas Carlyle's wise remark about a true univer-
sity's consisting of books reminds even those of us 
who haven't the time nor inclination to read his works 
further that there is a lot in what he says, and that we 
are never too young to start a library of our own. A 
college woman shouldn't have to wait until she has a 
home of her own to surround herself with a few well-
chosen and interesting books. Thanks to book clubs 
and cooperative pay-by-the-week plans, it is possible to 
begin a collection on a small budget. A group of 
young business women in Boston are now profiting by 
this novel plan: 
Each week one of them buys a good book, either a 
best seller or one which has a long-standing reputation 
behind it, and one by one, each takes a week to read it. 
The book eventually gets back to the original buyer, 
who has then a new volume in her library as well as 
having read, meanwhile, several of her friends ' books. 
In selecting one's library, it is a good idea to include 
a few classics such as Daniel Defoe's Robinson Crusoe, 
Louisa M. Alcott's Little Women, Charles Dickens' 
David Copperfield, and Pilgrim's Progress by John 
Bunyan. There are also on the market several well-
written and beautifully printed volumes which des-
cribe the Bible as living literature, books which will 
make Bibles more than dust-collecters on the shelf. 
Miss Esther Cooper of the Iowa State College Eng-
lish Department, recommends the following for a 
college woman's library in the line of novels: Kristen 
Lavransdatter by Sigrid U ndset; The Yearling by Mar-
jorie Kinnan Rawlings, My Antonia by Willa Cather, 
and John Galsworthy's Forsyte Saga. Round out your 
fiction collection with Jane Austen's Pride and Preju-
dice and Charlotte Bronte's fane Evre. 
Some important late biographies which have un-
usual feminine appeal are Madame Curie, by her 
daughter Eve, Fanny Kemble by Margaret Armstrong, 
and The Brontee Sisters by Abbe Ernest Dimnet. One 
of the most poignant works of the decade, auto-
biographical in nature, is Vera Britton's Testament of 
Youth, which should tell a real story to young people 
caught in a world fraught with war rumor. 
To top off and coordinate a good library, a few-and 
only a few- anthologies should be purchased. Avoid 
cheap 5-foot bookshelf editions, and get instead the 
comprehensive Anthology of World Poetry by Mark 
Van Doren and the Anthology of World Prose by 
Mark's brother Carl. 
Many fastidious book collectors pay attention to fine 
binding and printing, but a majority of book-lovers 
put the most emphasis on content. However, if your 
temperament and vocation demand artistic book-
shelves, attractive covers can be purchased or made. 
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Smoothness Rates ~~An 
A 11 preparatory 
courses for the "suc-
cessful" coed empha-
size the need for a 
trim slim figure-so 
first in her Back-to-
School bags g o e s 
this .... 
More Important 
Than Back-to-
School Tickets 
Only a "sister-skin" 
of clinging two-way 
stretch Lastex could 
do so much to im-
prov·e your figure-
so comfortably! 
McCartney's 
Your Gift Shop Welcomes You! 
We are happy to have you with us again. 
If this is your first year, we want to know 
you. Come soon-browse about-
Bring Your Gift Problems To Us 
Florence Langford Gift Shop 
413 Douglas Ave. Downtown 
BRANNBERG & ALM 
Famous Footwear 
See the showing of new low heel styles 
BRANNBERG & ALM 
at the Nunn-Br•.sh sign-Ames 
Complete Ph'ttographic Service for That- - -
~J~~ ~.STUDIO 
-AMES - IOWA 
LASTING, 
IDEAL 
GIFT 
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l OW A STATE has been made well aware of the pres-ent international refugee problem, and real izes that 
the presence of the present floating population of the 
magnitude of Canada will cause serious social and eco-
Textbooks 
and Supplies 
Come Early 
for Choice Used Books I 
This S tore is run by 
the State for your benefit 
Open 7:30a.m. 
to 
9:00p.m. 
During the Rush 
• 
College Book Store 
On the Campus 
Soft-Luxuriant hair with the new 
short streamed NESTLE permanent 
wave machine. Parker H e r b ex 
treatments to bring back natural 
beauty. 
Marguarite Beauty Shop 
Ph<me 207 
nomic dislocations. Dorothy Thompson suggests a solu-
tion for this problem in her book, "Refugees-Anarchy 
or Organization," (Random House, $1.00). In addition 
to the plan, the book supplies a complete history of 
refugee crises. 
Whenever the problem is brought up for discussion 
someone invariably asks where these millions can go; 
that the world is practically full , or at least closed to 
more wanderi ng exiles. But Miss Thompson assures 
her readers that the world is by no means over popu-
lated and that if we are under the conception that it 
is closed, it only shows the ineffectiveness of our politi-
cal and economical systems. 
~ 
"Let the skies And a fawn, 
And the seas And all love, 
-All these- At the dawn, 
And a planet or two, Be delivered 
·with a dove, To you." 
~ UB JECTS as personal and universal as the poem 
()) above are the themes around which James 
Stephens has written his new volume of verse, Kings 
and the Moon (Macmillan, $1.60). Stephens, the 
author of the memorable Crock of Gold, will always be 
welcomed by book lovers. His vision and humor and 
the habit of writing inwards to himself give his poems 
depth and simplicity. Some of the poems are gay and 
humorous; others are pointed and bitter; still others 
have rare clarity of thought and poetic beauty. 
~ N O ORDINARY prima-donna biography, the life 
of Louise Homer, M y Wife and I (Macmillan, 
$3.50) , told by Sidney Homer, is a human story of the 
Homers, their family and public lives. Together the 
Homers have worked and studied in this country and 
all over Europe. Louise Homer made her debut at 
Vichy, and a year later was singing at the Covent 
Garden. She first appeared at the Metropolitan in 
1900. 
Sidney Homer knew little of music in his early life, 
but a London critic persuaded him to make music his 
career. A friend came into the studio where he taught 
harmony and composition and asked him to teach one 
of her younger sisters ... thus Sidney Homer met 
Louise Beatty. The book is written in the hope that 
the reader will feel as the author, a keen enthusiasm 
for music. 
~ 
RELATING personalities to modern history, Th e Three Sisten: Th e Story of the Soong Family of 
China (John Day, $2.50), told in fi ction form by Cor-
nelia Spencer, is a book which holds interest for all 
those in teres ted in the Orient. The story tells of the 
three sisters who are married to China's most impor-
tant men. One is the wife of Generalissimo Chiang 
Kai-Shek, one is the wife of the head of the govern-
ment, Dr. H. H. Kung, and one is the widow of Sun 
Yat Sen. 
- edited by june Adams 
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1n the News 
THIS month's page of alumnae news is written es-pecially for those girls who were graduated in 
June and July. Those who have the opportunity to 
read the Homemaker can see the placements of over 
50 percent of the two graduating classes. 
Applied Art: Anne Haller Allen, W.P.A. Craft Proj-
ect, Des Moines; Margaret Jeffries, Palmer, Iowa, High 
School; Mary Lyon is a designer at Handcrafters, Wau-
pun, Wis.; Dorothy Parrish, Accounting Office, I.S.C.; 
Louise Pfautz, Schaller, Iowa, High School; Marguerite 
Root, secretary of girls' work for the Y.M.C.A. of 
Northwestern University and graduate student there. 
Child Development: Harriet Knudson has accepted 
a fellowship with the University of California; Eleanor 
Walker, teaching in the high school at Shenandoah, 
Iowa. 
Appointments in Dietetics internships were printed 
in the June issue of the Homemaker. 
Experimental Cookery: Harriet Beyer, Marion, 
Iowa, High School; Betty Jean Burbank is the assistant 
supervisor for the N.Y.A. Training Center in Topeka, 
Kan.; Elizabeth Roost, National Live Stock and Meat 
Board, Chicago; Gay Starrak is also in Chicago work-
ing on the Chicago Daily N ews. Mabel Sherrill has 
gone east to work for Lever Brothers at Cambridge, 
Mass. 
Nutrition: Elizabeth Grant began work in Septem-
ber in the Ball Department Store Tea Room, Muncie, 
Ind.; Rachel Roewe, McCormick Y.W.C.A., Chicago. 
Home Economics Education: The following place-
ments are in Iowa high schools: Grace Anderson, Lake 
City; Marietta Bamble, New London; Esther Beatty, 
Ogden; Ruth Bell, Stuart; Jane Binkard, Gillett 
Grove; Dorothy Cristoffersen, (Independent Consoli-
dated School) Alta; Alice Coltvet, Rippey; Ruth Cor-
lette, Monona; Elizabeth Cosgriff, Salix; Margaret 
Dawartz, \!\Tilton Junction; lone Doran, Winfield; 
Miriam Eller, Ankeny; Dorothy Evans, Lisbon; Doro-
thy Fiene, \1\Taukee; Frances Flickinger, Castana; Mil-
dred Gauley, Ocheyedan. 
Louise Grange, Oto; Beulah Gray, Waverly; Ethel 
Gustafson, Hudson; Evangeline Gustafson, Woodbine; 
Elaine Harrington, Collins; Mary Hayworth, New 
Providence; Jean Hendrickson, Merrill Lila Hood, 
Humeston; Miriam Johnson, Minburn; Jean Kachel-
hoffer, Alleman; Dorothy Leathers, Griswold, Helen 
Midgorden, Bondurant; Evelyn Moe, Lytton; Carol 
Molln, \1\Taucoma. 
Alice Nordstrom, (Vernon Township School) Ren-
wick; Elfrieda Paetz, Whiting; Maxine Schollander, 
Exira; Lu Ellen Scott, Bloomfield; Jeanne Stillians, 
Manilla; Mary Sutherland, (Fairview Consolidated 
School) Alta; Ruth Wasson, La Port; Hariet Werner, 
Ladora; Lorna Westphal, New Hartford. 
Betty Bea, Fontanelle; Mary Biggs, Ledyard; An-
nette Blomquist, Burlington; Ethel DeVries, Arm-
strong; Merna Engleson, Sloan; Marjorie Peters, Oak-
land; Evelyn Petersen, Williams. 
Other placements of education majors are as follows: 
Elizabeth Eaton, Warren, Ill.; Grace Eby, Fort Mor-
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A Special 
Invitation to 
College Women.· 
We have much in common: 
We both love nice clothes; we both think 
that Iowa State is the finest school in the 
world; we both are still learning-trying to 
live up to our opportunities and the hopes 
of our well-wishers. 
So for a great many years here at Tilden's, 
we've enjoyed knowing and working with 
the students and faculty at Iowa State. 
We hope you'll make yourself perfectly 
at home in this store. Feel free to come in 
and browse around whether you are need-
ing anything or not. Meet your friends 
here. 
You're as welcome as sunshine after a 
month of rain. Always. 
TILDEN'S 
"Dependable Since 1869" 
Downtown Ames 
For 
Grilled Sandwiches 
and 
Extra Thick Malts 
try 
Campus Drug Store 
"ON THE CORNER" 
Lincoln way and Welch Ave. 
gan, Colo.; Anita Hardin, Edina Morningside School, 
Minneapolis, Minn.; Nina Harvey, 'Ridgeway, Mo.; 
Jean Hatt, Verndale, Minn.; Madge Miller, Fellow-
ship in Foods and Nutrition, I.S.C.; Jennie Warren, 
home demonstration agent Fremont and Mills 
Counties. 
Household Equipment: Carrie Palmer, Palmer 
Plumbing Company, Ames; Lilliam Peckham, Home 
Service Agent for the Burlingame Corp., Vinita, Okla.; 
Betty Whipple is also in Oklahoma employed by the w 
Natural Gas Company at Tulsa; Jean Vieth is with 
the Gas Service Corp., Kansas City, Mo.; Lillian 
Rhoads is with the Gas Service Co., Topeka, Kan. 
(Continued on page 20) 
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To the r r Co-eds'' 
of Iowa State 
For 25 YEARS we have been serving the 
students of "Iowa State", and from this ex-
perience are in a position to supply you with 
all your needs in Text Books and sch ool 
supplies. 
Complete line of supplies for A pplied Art-
Foods and Nutrition and all Co-ed courses. 
Efficient clerks to serve you quickly and 
correctly with the supplies you need. 
"A word to the wise is sufficient" 
Come early for used books 
Eaton's "Iowa State" 
Die Stamped Stationery 
49c 50c 75c 85c 
Sheaffer and Esterbrook 
Fountain Pens 
Phone 164 
STUDENT UPPLY 
TORE 
SOUTH OF CAMPUS 
Open Evenings 
Accessories Are Important 
Millinery 
Lingerie 
Hosiery 
Flowers 
Purses 
Scarfs 
Belts 
HAZEL BUCKNAM 
at OSBORN'S 
Dreams of a Room 
Now's your chance to make your college home 
attractive-inexpensively, too, says Ida Halpin 
A S YOU unlock your dormitory room this fall 
opportunity doesn't wait "just around the cor-
ner"- it walks in with you. Here's your chance to start 
with four bare walls (unpainted, too), two beds, one 
chest of drawers, two desks and three chairs and really 
fix your room the way you want it-a little cooperation 
with the roommate is essential, however. 
First, a few general hints. Some semblance of unity 
is always desirable. Tie the curtains, spread and 
dresser scarf together in some way-match them, har-
monize them or contrast them. Little-girl dreams of 
ruffled spreads in pale pastels are quickly de-ruffled 
in a college atmosphere and the pastels deepen into gay 
reds, deep blues, bright yellows and sophisticated 
black and white. 
Tailored spreads are "the thing." They may revel 
in checks, dots, stripes, gay patterns or be plain-colored 
with a contrasting piping. Gingham, monks cloth, 
corduroy, denim, wash goods of every description and 
candlewick all have their faithful followers. 
In smaller rooms with dormer windows and not too 
much sunshine, white, off-white or yellow spreads en-
hance light and make your room seem larger. One 
girl brightened a dark room with white muslin cur-
tains edged in red ball fringe and a white spread with 
red candlewicking. 
An extra wastebasket makes a good magazine holder. 
Desk drawers lined with part of a colored blotter to 
match the one on top seem to stay clean much longer. 
White parchment shades may be decorated a multi-
tude of ways to fit any room-it's quite the fad to have 
them covered with names and signatures of the girls 
on the corridor. A two-foot square of beaver board 
by the door makes a convenient bulletin board for 
leaving notes or reminders of tests and dates. 
If you're sure you and your roommate cannot both 
"dress for your date without being late" in front of 
'one dresser, you can make yourself an attractive and 
inexpensive dressing table from three orange crates. 
Disect one and put the long boards from it across the 
other two upright boxes. This leaves a space in the 
middle for leg room. The rest of the third box may be 
used for e~tra shelves on either side and presto-more 
storage space-and who·doesn't need storage space in 
a college dormitory! Gather a wide strip of your cur-
tain material, tack it around the top with brass-headed 
or painted tacks, paint the top board or cover it with 
cloth and put a large sheet of glass over it. Hang a 
mirror above it and you have an attractive and useful 
addition to your room. 
Let's look in some college rooms. H ere's a typical 
one where every opportunity to be original has been 
taken. Big red bandanas have been used for curtains-
three for each curtain-and two are sewed together for 
a dresser scarf. A soft black and white panda bear 
nestles on the navy and red bandana pillows piled high 
on the bed. Bright red blotters are on the desks. 
"Notre Dame-Vanderbilt-" college pennants hang 
from the molding and several large ones have been 
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sewed together for a chair cover. Smaller pennants are 
sewed together-all points in-to make a round doily 
for the radio table. The familiar yellow map of Iowa 
State College dotted with significant "x's" attracts 
attention to another wall. Drawings by Petty adorn 
another. 
A cool sea breeeze seems to emanate from the next 
room. Striped terry cloth makes the bedspread. The 
fish net curtains are pinned full of souvenirs and 
mementos. Little fat Walt Disney fish caper around 
the lamp shade. A goldfish bowl with its solitary 
occupant sits on the window sill. Petty bathing 
beauties above the molding add to the Waikikian 
effect. The mirror above the chest of drawers is 
enclosed in a ship's wheel. 
Down the hall and around the corner we find a bit 
of Old Mexico. The room is done in shades of cool 
green, dark brown and gay orange with now and then 
a splash of yellow. Mexican peons with their in-
evitable donkeys, water jars and cactus plants are 
stenciled on the green flounce of the brown spread. 
Sheer ecru curtains embellished with bright som-
breros are at the windows. A fat, chubby china donkey 
nourishes a stubby little cactus on the window sill. On 
the dresser a Mexican girl figurene hides a bottle of 
perfume under her full skirts. Beside her a tiny tam-
bourine serves as a pin tray. 
Next door the travel-minded miss lets her imagina-
tion run riot. Maps of all the world fill the space above 
the molding. One lamp with a plain parchment shade 
has the familiar classroom "geography globe" for its 
base; while another with a plain base boasts a shade 
covered with baggage checks, cancelled train tickets 
and stickers "from Maine to California." The cur-
tains are made from scenic world fair handkerchiefs. 
A small steamer trunk embellished with hotel stickers 
serves as a bench and "catch-all" at the foot of the 
bed which has a spread made of a motley array of hotel 
towels representing- brief residences from the "Ritz 
Plaza" to the "Hollywood Hotel." 
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College Girls 
LEARN ABOUT LEG-SIZES FROM US 
BeOe-Sharmeer Stockings 
are individualy sized 
to fit every leg 
perfectly in width 
as well as length. 
More campus mileage 
and prettier legs! 
HERE EXCLUSIVELY 
$J $JI5 $J35 a pair 
SPECTATORS 
and 
F LA T-C R E P E S 
are 
Correct 
at 
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Linens Handkerchiefs 
Comyacts Costume Jewelry 
Cigarette Cases 
Chase Copper and Brass 
COE'S 
Your Campustown Gift Shop 
2530 L. Way 
TALLMAN~s 
Our long experience in the Jewelry 
business and our being a 
[ REGISITRED JEWELER 1 AMERICAN GEM 50Ctmj 
makes this a safe place to buy 
Store Est. 1890 
Downtown Ames 
Headquarters for School Supplies! 
See Our 
DuBarry Hosiery 
Styled Right 
Constructed Right 
Priced Righ t 
J oin Our Hosiery Club 
CAMPUS Sc-$1.00 STORE 
COME IN TO SEE US FOR 
THOSE FALL 
SPREADS and PICNICS 
VVe have the baked goods 
y ou want 
PURITY BAKERY 
AMES LAUNDRY 
DE LUXE CLEANERS 
218 Fifth Phone 47 
A Worthy /)k; U Project 
Eleanor Maver exposes the work of 
a H ome Economics Fraternity 
H AVE you ever wondered if all honoraries are use-less as they appear to be? Phi Upsilon Omicron, 
national professional home economics fraternity, has 
attempted to dispel such thoughts by undertaking a 
national project. A fund to be used in the development 
of some phase of home economics has been established, 
and the American Home Economics Association has 
charge of administering it. 
Keen interest in consumer problems has been aroused 
in recent years. People are beginning to realize how 
sligh t is their knowledge of social and economic prob-
lems. So the Association selected consumer educa-
tion as the field most worthy of their work. To insure 
a sound contribu tion which would make this service 
of maximum value, an advisory board was appointed 
consisting of Day Monroe, chairman of the Associa-
tion's department of research; Ruth O'Brien, chairman 
of its committee on standardization of consumer goods; 
Florence Fallagatter, present head of Home Eco-
nomics Education at Iowa State College and president 
of Ph i Upsilon Omicron. 
To obtain information as to what type of service 
would be most valuable, the committee sent a question-
aire to a number of selected home economists. Answers 
to their inquiries told them that the service should 
be limited to the preparation of material to meet the 
needs of groups rather than individuals; that the ma-
terial prepared should place emphasis on the position 
of the consumer in our economic order rather than on 
guidance in buying specific commodities or on problems 
of family budgeting; last, that as wide an audience 
as possible, to include the lay consumer, teacher and 
extension worker as well as the school supervisor and 
professional person, should be interested. 
The committee decided to prepare a publication 
called ·consumer Education Service which would be 
offered on a subscription basis. 
Newsletters have been published in October, Febru-
ary and May. During 1937-38 subject matter was as 
follows: 
l. News publications, consisting of annotations 
from new books, periodicals and bulletins. 
2. News from government agencies, current activi-
ties of the Bureau of Home Economics, the Con-
sumers' Council of Agriculture Adjustment, consumer 
projects of the Department of Labor, Food and Drug 
Act and the Federal Trade Commission. 
3. Legislation affecting food, drugs and cosmetics; 
resale price fixing; sale of goods below cost. 
4. Standardization and report of the simplified prac-
tices and commercial standards of the National Bureau 
of Standards. 
5. Grading and labeling, including a report of the 
rayon and wool labeling conferences and the Federal 
Trade Commission; Canadian compulsory grade label-
ing program. 
6. Cooperatives, including reports of student co-
operative dormitories. 
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So you are a full-fledged home-economist and know 
all about foods! Well, try these new ones: lasange 
prizza, bracioline ripene, Chile Rellenos, sop de arroz, 
tacos, kalvyseta, kroppkakor, apple kaka and plarttar. 
We don't know what they are either, but we are assured 
they are epicurean delights which are to be found at 
the Golden Gate International Exposition. 
The brightly-colored scarf that protects hair from 
sun and wind and adds a gay note to each coed's ward-
robe has as its ancestor the head-cloth or kerchief that 
came into universal use in Catholic Europe with the 
rule that women should not appear in church with 
heads uncovered. 
When frankfurters emigrated to the United States 
from Germany in 1883, they were served in the nude 
and the consumer was furnished a white cotton glove 
to keep from burning and soiling his fingers. But it 
took the roll to make the hot dog a national institu-
tion. The newest hot dogs are clothed in zipper casings 
of vegetable parchment; when folded and sewed 
special tabs "zip" or pull open the seams. 
Careful eating, not exercise, is the best way to re-
duce, according to an obesity expert. Although a foot-
ball player may get rid of 14 pounds in a strenuous 
game, only about 4.7 pounds of the loss comes from 
fatty tissue; the remainder is water loss that will be 
replenished. "A climb up the Washington Monument 
will work off the weight of one pat of butter," the 
expert reported. "I think it's simpler not to eat the 
butter." 
Each morning Mrs. Homemaker finds on h er door-
step deliciously fresh milk in a gleaming bottle, but 
in days past the milk was delivered not in a bottle-
the cows were driven from door to door and milked 
on the spot. 
Maybe textile fibers .can't feel it when they are torn, 
but they do "cry." The "cries" of various types of torn 
fibers when amplified show a marked difference. The 
difference in sound of wool and cotton and of high and 
low grade flax makes it easy to identify them. 
More than 300 tons of sugar are wasted each year in 
the bottom of the teacups of the British Isles, says a 
statistician. This report is said to be causing a stir in 
Scotland. 
When coffee was first introduced into Europe it was 
assailed as an infidel beverage. But Pope Clement VIII 
baptized it as a Christian drink because it was "so 
delicious that it would be a pity to let the infidels have 
exclusive use of it." Think what the devil could do if 
he still had coffee as a tool of temptation! 
-Virginia Rundberg 
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Head of the Class! 
Careful grooming is a good course 
for every student to follow. Our 
expert hairdressers are anxious to 
show you the latest in fashionable 
coiffures and satisfaction is as-
sured. 
Make Your Appointment 
+ 
Memorial Union 
BEAUTY SHOP 
AMES 
DRESS CLUB 
PHONE98 
DRY CLEANING 
+ 
2910 WEST ST. 
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F. & N. Uniforms 
Sewing Supplies 
Fabrics 
Notions 
Costume Accessories 
Humming Bird Hosiery 
at 
STEPHENSON'S 
Opposite Campus 
Famous for Fabrics 
CARR HARDWARE CO. 
306 Main 
16,000 items for your 
convenience 
Prices Always Right 
Phone 124 
Our operators will style your hair to 
compliment your personality 
Georgia J ohnson Mary Powers 
Arlene Graves 
~ !(} ~ 11Ds£rv 0 '~~ SALON 
First Door 
North of Grid 
Phone 250 
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of a Home Economist 
A N ITEM on a particular college girl's list of ex-penses was "Feeding the family- $1.50." Her 
father was greatly alarmed and wrote to the director 
of the school saying he was sure that none of her 
family was there; there must be a boy-friend. The 
director replied that the item was a book. 
The author of this book which many horne econom-
ics stu ents are familiar with is Mary Swartz Rose. To 
some of us she is just one more author of one more 
text book. But really she is more than that. She 
holds a place of high esteem in the world of Horne 
Economics. 
At the present time she is Professor of Nutrition in 
the Teachers College at Columbia University. She is, 
without any question, one of our leading nutrition 
experts. Besides being a popular teacher and a writer, 
she has carried on extensive research on nutritional 
problems for children in institutions. This work has 
been the basis for many of her books and bulletins. 
Her importance in the field of nutrition was brought 
into a brighter light when in 1935 she was made a 
member of the Nutrition Commission of Health of the 
League of Nations, the purpose of which is to find a 
way to "build better soldiers" through diets. 
This busy professional woman is not too busy to 
"practice what she preaches", for she is married and 
has a family. When her daughter was operated on at 
one time, there was need for special diet. Her diet 
problem became a project for Mrs. Rose's special diet 
classes. 
A teacher, a writer, and a homemaker-all these 
occupations keep Mary Swartz Rose a busy but im-
portant woman. 
-Betty Wallace 
Alums---
(Continued from pagei5) 
Institution Management: Two gradates doing ap-
prentice work are Wylma Collins at Miss Albert's 
Cafeteria, Chicago, and Phyllis Hobbs, Milwaukee 
Y.M.C.A.; Jane Helser is an assistant dietitian at Pur-
due University, Lafayette, Ind.; Thelma Sydness is 
employed in the food department of the Ambassador 
Hotel, Des Moines. 
T ex tiles and Clothing: Mary Alice Keith, Younkers, 
Des Moines; Margaret Shew, Ravina, S. Dak., High 
School; Marcella Wallace as sales girl and assistant 
buyer in the F. A. R ead & Co., Freeport, Ill., is being 
trained as a buyer of ready to wear. 
Eight Master of Science graduates and one Doctor 
of Philosophy have positions. Virginia Berry, H.E., 
Indiana extension specialist in lighting and electricity 
at Lafayette; Mrs. Beatrice (Iler) Burany, A.A., in-
structor of applied art in Milwaukee Vocational High 
School; Josephine Collins, Ed., instructor at U niver-
si ty of Minnesota; Elizabeth Dickinson, F. & N. and 
T. Jl., is with the National Dairy Congress in Chicago. 
Mrs. Alice Millett Graham, Nutr., and Mary Louise 
Morr, Foods, will be instructors in Foods and Nutri-
tion at l.S.C.; Dorothy Simmons, H . Mgt., extension 
specialist in horne management at Ames; Helen Still-
manks, T. & C., is teaching in the Albuquerque High 
School, New Mexico. 
-Grace StrohmeieT 
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To the 1500 
Home Economics 
Students-Faculty 
The HOMEMAKER advertisers display 
their merchandise in our magazine for our 
convenience. 
Our advertisers deserve our 
support. Buy from them. 
Index to Advertisers 
These advertisers are making it possible 
for you to read the Homemaker each month. 
You may show your appreciation by pat-
ronizing them. 
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Prescription 
Eat plenty of fresh fruits and 
vegetables daily. 
I. Curem, M. D. 
And We Can Fill That 
Prescription! 
WE OFFER YOU A COMPLETE 
LINE OF FROZEN FOODSTUFFS 
BIBB'S EYE 
FROZEN FOODS 
food fresh when frozen will 
be fresh when you serve it-
United Food Stores 
CENTRAL IOWA'S 
COMPLETE FOOD MARKET 
United Food 
229 Main 
• 
United Food 
103 Welch 
AMES SERVICE GROCERY 
and MARKET 
2428 Lincoln Way 
" The Home of Nationally Adver· 
tised Food Brands" 
* NORMAN ~ASSIDA Y §§§§§§ 
[}rom _MonJalf 's Class~ 
do SaturJalf 's ~rma!J 
Norman Cassiday's College Corner and Sports-
wear Shop boasts campus hits from "Made-
moiselle", "Vogue" and "Harper's Bazaarf'. 
~ Junior Sizes are our fav-
1~1 orite course. So remem-
,.. J' 
...;.' } ber a successful school is 
·.;; ~ yours if its Norman Cas! 
Forte fu formal 
"RAMBLING 
JUNIOR" pi c-1 
ture-dress of 
Cheney's "Cin-
derella" non-
crushable s il k 
and rayon vel-
vet. Point de 
V enise lace trim 
and graceful 
crinoline skirt. 
Black, Wine 
Sapphire. 25.00, 
siday's for your required 
campus classics. 
l or fresh-faced a p pea 1, 
"RAMBLING JUNIOR, ·shirt-
waist dress in an exclusive 
Jamestown sheer worsted 
plaid. Stitched pockets, clus-
ter pleats and a little white 
collar. Black, Brown, Wine. 
15.00 
720 Walnut 
Des Moines, Iowa 
noven Baked" 
BROW'N BEAUTY 
BAKED BEANS 
"Cooking" or "boiling'' could 
never produce the old-fashioned 
flavor of these beans. No, sir-
it comes only from BA!qNG--o--in 
special ovens-for hours and 
hours-with plenty of pork and 
rich molasses sauce. 
From Canada to the Gulf and 
'way out to sunny California, 
more and more people are buying 
these Brown Beauty-baked beans. 
By the way-YOU ought to try 
'em-see bow GOOD baked beans 
really can be! 
• 
Jack Sprat Foods 
"Over 300 
